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SUBJECT: DECEMBER 2017 SERVICE CHANGE PROPOSALS - PUBLIC HEARING 

RESULTS  

ACTION: APPROVE FINDINGS OF PUBLIC HEARINGS AND ADOPT REVISED 
DECEMBER SERVICE CHANGE PROGRAM 

RECOMMENDATION 

A. Approve findings of Public Hearings conducted during July 2017 for service 
changes proposed to be implemented on December 17, 2017 or later. 

B. Adopt staff’s revised Service Change Program as outlined in this report. 
 

ISSUE 
 

Federal guidelines and MTA policy require that a public hearing be held when major service 
changes to the bus system are considered. Accordingly, public hearings were conducted 
during the month of July following the San Fernando Valley and Westside/Central Service 
Council meetings; a combined Gateway Cities and South Bay and downtown Los Angeles 
Regional Hearings were also convened. A copy of the public hearing notice showing specific 
dates, locations and times is shown in Attachment A.  

 
The purpose of the hearings was to solicit public input, written comments and verbal 
testimony regarding proposed service changes. These changes, if approved, are planned for 
implementation on December 17, 2017, or later.  
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The proposed service changes are part of an effort to improve owl operations, which includes:  
 

1) A modification to Line 656 in the San Fernando Valley that will expand owl coverage 
beyond the Metro Orange Line/Red Line North Hollywood Station to portions of 
Lankershim and Sherman Way Bls; 

 
2) A logical restructuring of a one-way loop on Adams and Jefferson Bls into a usable bi-

direction service; 
 

3) Potential new Line 2 owl service on Sunset Bl from Vermont Av to San Vicente Bl; 
 

4) A modified Line 217 operation that would terminate at Sunset Bl; 
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5) Discontinuation of owl trips on Line 28 after midnight due to very low patronage; and  
  

6) A route modification to Line 45 to improve connections at the Downtown LA owl line-
up. 

Outside of the proposed owl changes, a new Line 2 shuttle was proposed between PCH and 
UCLA to improve on-time performance of Line 2 to Downtown LA. 
 
Maps and additional details are shown in Attachment B. 
 
The official Notice of Public Hearing was published in local, regional, and foreign language 
newspapers beginning Sunday, June 4, 2017. It was also posted on Metro’s main website, and 
an article appeared on The Source, Metro’s online blog. Patrons could also send responses to 
Metro via email at servicechanges@metro.net, US Postal Service and fax. Approximately 
25,000 marketing take-ones were distributed on buses.  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The public hearing resulted in a small number of responses. Social media and email has 
become a popular method of recording responses to proposals. The four public hearings 
generated a combined total of 10 public hearing testimonies and 10 emails, some of which 
were received from public hearing attendees who had submitted testimony at the hearings. A 
summary of the comments is contained in Attachment C. 
 
Staff has reviewed all of the comments carefully, and re-evaluated ridership data based on 
these comments. The following describes each proposal, along with staff’s recommendations:  
 
South Bay/Gateway Cities Service Councils 
 
Line 45 
Two employees of the StubHub Center in Carson came to both the Saturday regional hearing 
and the South Bay/Gateway Cities joint hearing. They expressed concerns that employees 
staying late after events ended would have no way to get downtown and beyond. Staff 
reviewed the Line 246 schedule (San Pedro-Harbor Gateway Transit Center) which passes by 
the StubHub Center. By adding three additional trips north from San Pedro at 1:15AM, 
2:15AM and 3:15AM, employees could then reach the Silver Line which operates 24 hour 
service.  
 
Recommendation: Discontinue Line 45 trips as proposed, and add three owl trips on Line 246 
from San Pedro (Pacific Av at 21st St terminal) to the Harbor Gateway Transit Center. This will 
also provide a new owl connection to the recently improved Silver Line 24-hour service in 
addition to serving employees at StubHub Center and other destinations along Avalon Bl in 
Wilmington and Carson.   

mailto:servicechanges@metro.net
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Westside Service Council 
 
Line 2 Shuttle 
 
Recommendation: Approve as proposed. 
 
Line 2/217 Owl 
 
Currently late night Line 2 trips operating from Church Lane and Sunset Bl to San Vicente Bl 
and Sunset Bl terminal operate until 2am. Upon further review of the existing late night Line 2 
and Owl Line 2/217 shuttle (from Downtown LA to Sunset Bl and Vermont Av), it was 
determined that the Line 2 service from Church Lane (Sunset Bl at the 405 Fwy) was not 
connecting to the Owl Lineup, but the Line 2/217 shuttle was connecting. Both lines have 
minimal patronage from Downtown LA to Sunset and Hollywood Bls and the Line 2 services 
duplicate each other. 
 
Recommendation: Line 2 service from Church Lane to Downtown LA will be rescheduled to 
ensure patrons can make the Owl Lineup. The Line 2/217 shuttle will continue to operate only 
after the regular Line 2 service ends. The Line 217 portion of the Line 2 shuttle will operate to 
Hollywood Bl and Vermont Av and will be scheduled to meet the Line 2 trips operating from 
Church Lane. Again, once the regular Line 2 service ends, the Line 2/217 shuttle will continue 
to operate as it does today.  
 
The proposal to add owl service on Sunset Bl to West Hollywood has been withdrawn from 
the December 2017 service program as we currently do not provide daytime service along this 
corridor.  However, the concept will be added for further study as part of the system 
restructuring study which will begin next year. 
 
Line 28 Owl 
Due to very low patronage, discontinue last three owl trips to/from Downtown LA to/from 
Verdugo/Eagle Rock. 
 
Recommendation: Approve as proposed. 
 
Line 37/38 Owl Loop 
The original proposal was to eliminate the one-way loop and replace with bi-directional service 
on Line 37 (Adams Bl) as it has the highest ridership of the two legs. After receiving 
testimony, it was determined that an extension from the proposed terminus at La Brea Av to 
the Washington/Fairfax Transit Hub would better serve Adams Bl patrons, and provide a new 
connection to Line 217 owl buses. 
 
Recommendation: Approve two-way service on Adams Bl as originally proposed, as well as 
staff’s recommendation to extend the service west to the Washington/Fairfax Transit Hub. 
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San Fernando Service Council 
 
Lines 162/237/656 
Modify route of Line 656 by extending north from the North Hollywood Station on 
Lankershim, west on Sherman Way to Van Nuys Bl. Service on Burbank Bl between 
Lankershim Bl and Van Nuys Bl and on Van Nuys Bl to Sherman Way would be discontinued. 
Replacement service on Van Nuys Bl is provided by the new 24-hour service on Line 233. 
 
Recommendation: Approve as proposed, with an additional modification. Today, Line 656 
operates over a portion of Vineland Av from Ventura Bl to Lankershim Bl, then continues 
north on Lankershim Bl to the North Hollywood Station. Staff reviewed the ridership of Line 
656 in this Vineland Av segment and found there were six stops with only eight boardings and 
14 alightings in total all night. Of those 22 patrons, 16 got on or off at Ventura and Vineland, 
probably to board Line 150, as this is the only place to connect with the service. Staff is 
proposing Line 656 not operate on Vineland Av, and instead, enter the Universal City/Studio 
City Station to connect with Line 150 (as requested in the public testimony), and then 
continue north on Lankershim Bl to North Hollywood Station. This will create a continuous 
owl routing on Lankershim Bl which is better aligned with businesses/restaurants/bars that at 
night are attractors for owl patrons.  
 
Title VI and Equal Justice 
 
Only the Line 2 shuttle and Line 656 owl proposed changes meet the threshold requiring a 
Title VI and Environmental Justice review. The remaining proposed changes are minor and do 
not meet the thresholds that require a review. This is because the proposals are less than 25% 
of the total miles and hours operated as part of an entire day’s service, a guideline established 
in Metro’s Administrative Code. The Title VI report, which was generated prior to the public 
hearings, is provided in Attachment D. A summary of that report for the two lines is provided 
below. 
 
Line 2 Shuttle 
 
Title VI Analysis – The portion of Line 2 that is replaced by the proposed shuttle is adversely 
impacted because the shuttle will provide slightly less service. The impacted corridor has a 
significantly lower minority share than Metro’s service area, so this results in no disparate 
impact. The part of the proposed shuttle that would extend to Wilshire Bl at Veteran Av 
provides a benefit to a population that has a significantly lower minority share than Metro’s 
service area, which would cause a disparate impact in the corridor served by the extended 
shuttle route. However, since the corridor being adversely affected by this proposal has a 
much larger population than the corridor benefitting from the extended shuttle, there is an 
overall net adverse impact on a combined impact area that has a significantly lower minority 
share than Metro’s service area. Therefore, overall there is no disparate impact. 
 
Environment Justice Analysis - From an income perspective the adversely impacted portion of 
Line 2 (from Westwood to PCH) that is replaced by the proposed shuttle affects a population 
whose poverty share is not significantly different from that of Metro’s service area. The 
corridor benefitting from the extended shuttle route has a significantly higher poverty share 
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than Metro’s service area. In each of these instances there is no disproportionate burden 
imposed on the impacted corridor population. 
 
Line 656 Owl 
 
Title VI Analysis - The line segment to be discontinued along Burbank Av from Lankershim Bl 
to Van Nuys Bl serves a corridor with a significantly lower minority share than Metro’s service 
area. The rerouted segment would serve a corridor with a minority share similar to Metro’s 
service area. There would be no disparate impact from this proposal. 
 
Environment Justice Analysis - The Line 656 proposal modifies the existing route by 
discontinuing an unused segment on Burbank Bl and introduces a new segment on 
Lankershim and Sherman Way Bls. The segment to be discontinued has a poverty share not 
significantly different from Metro’s service area. The proposed new routing would serve a 
corridor that has a significantly higher minority share than Metro’s service area. There would 
be no disproportionate impact from this proposal. 
 
NEXT STEPS 
 
Upon approval from the Service Councils, the proposed changes will be implemented as soon 
as the December 10, 2017 schedule changes or later.  

 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

 
A. Published Notice of Public Hearing 
B. Maps of Proposed Changes 
C. Summary of Public Comments 
D. Title VI and Environment Justice Analysis 

 
 

Prepared by:  Scott Page, Senior Director Service Planning 
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